A SHORTER HISTORY OF ENGLAND
European enemies in order to increase their maritime and
colonial power, and the opposite policy of abandoning trans-
oceanic ambition for the sake of permanent strength in Europe,
which will always be the heart of our civilization.
The Eight Years. These eight years of truce are filled, as
to domestic policy, with the intrigues and counter-intrigues of
the very rich men who controlled England. The story of those
intrigues, the use the various rivals made of the foreign German
prince who was their nominal head, George II, and of his son
and his son's family, are tedious and of little purpose to the
history of England. Behind them all is the increasing com-
mercial prosperity and increasing financial and banking power—
but also the personality of that one politician of a different
calibre from the rest, William Pitt, He was in the midst of the
intrigues, like all the rest; he rises and falls in Parliament, like
the rest, but he makes himself more and more indispensable,
and when the great European war which was to change the
destinies of England broke out he soon became the acting head
of the state. Frederick of Prussia spotted him, and said that
the English had found a man.
Until this happens, until Pitt is in full control, three thingsl
must be noted, but two of them must be noted without ante-
dating their importance or exaggerating it. These two things
we must notice widiout antedating their importance or ex-
aggerating them are the beginnings of European political control
in India, still disputed between England and France, and the
beginnings of a struggle between the English people and the
French in North America. The third thing, which is at once
a symptom and a cause of English financial superiority at the
time, was the Conversion of the Debt.
(j) India. Hitherto, until the forties of the eighteenth cen-
tury, neither the French nor the English in India aimed at
political power. Each had its trading company, which was con-
cerned only with commerce and which accepted the political rule
of the native princes. But a man of genius, Dupleix, discovered
in the accidents of negotiation that the stiffening of a native force
1 To this period also belongs the belated acceptation in England of the
reformed Gregorian calendar, or * New Style.* It had already been accepted
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rapai rerorm maae in £,uzaDetn s reign trie successive .tnglisn t^overnmems
refused to accept it. Tbey did so now by the statute 24 Geo. II, passed
By this eleven days were left out after September 2, 1752.
by all Europe (including Scotland) except Russia, but as it had been *
Papal reform made in Elizabeth's reign the successive English Governments
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